Together with some aquatic mammals, birds exhibit chicks were placed singly into glass cages (40 ϫ 40 ϫ 30 cm) with semitransparent cloths along the walls that 
Small mirrors mounted on rods allowed the experimenters
Correspondence: Giorgio Vallortigara to approach the animal and to check for eye closure with-E-mail: vallorti@univ.trieste.it out disturbing it even when the position or the posture of the animal made observation from the outside difficult.
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There were 3 hr of observation during the morning 
Results and discussion
between-subject factor. For monocular sleep, a "laterality We measured the number and the duration of episodes index" was calculated for the percentage of time (and for of binocular and monocular sleep in chicks hatched from the percentage of number of episodes) spent in left or eggs maintained in the dark until hatching (dark-incuright monocular sleep with the formula bated chicks) and in chicks exposed to light during the last three days before hatching (light-incubated chicks).
[ to the dense mass of the body and is therefore not stimulated by light. Rogers [13] first observed that asymmetric light input in the embryo can affect lateralization for the control of a visual learning task in which the chick has to rapidly select food grains from among distracting inedible targets. Right-eye superiority in this task is evident in light-incubated chicks but does not occur in dark-incubated chicks. Moreover, the elevation of copulatory and attach responses in chicks using their left rather than their right eye is apparent in light-incubated chicks and does not occur in dark-incubated chicks [13] . Our results suggest that the prominent light input to the right eye of the chick's embryo makes it more likely that the right eye will be opened during monocular sleep. Given that the optic nerves decussate completely and most of the information reaching each tectum is processed by its ipsilateral forebrain hemisphere, it is likely that the effect occurs because light entering the right eye stimulates developmental processes in the left hemisphere in advance of those in the right. This would cause a shift of the likelihood of control by the left hemisphere. As mentioned before, there seem to be two distinct phenomena associated with unihemispheric sleep in chicks [3] . Firstly, there are age-related changes in the pattern of eye opening that correspond to shifts in hemispheric dominance; secondly, there seem to be biases for opening the left or the right eye in association with specific functions (e.g., left-eye opening associated with a major involvement of the right hemisphere in response to novelty). The two phenomena are probably not unrelated. Studies in semi-natural condi- times of the shifts in hemispheric dominance, and these changes correspond to the basic specializations of the hemisphere that became dominant [14, 15] . The fact that gests that eye opening represents an instance of a direclight-incubated chicks show a switch from right to left tional asymmetry, with most of the chicks opening one eye opening during the first days post-hatch (see Figure particular eye depending on age and/or function. For in1a,b) may be associated with evidence [16, 17] for a similar stance, during their second week of life, chicks reared shift from left-to right-hemisphere involvement in the socially (or with an imprinted object) tend to open prefermajor learning process occurring in chicks at this age, i.e., entially their right eye during sleeping [3, 7, 8] ; when eximprinting. Thus, preferential opening of the right eye posed to the sudden disappearance of the imprinting obduring the first days post-hatch may serve (also) the funcject-an event which is likely to evoke antipredatory tion of visually monitoring the mother hen and comparing reactions-preferential opening of the left eye is observed her image with the stored representation in the left hemi- [3] . Thus, monocular sleep in chicks is clearly associated sphere. with the cerebral lateralization of function [9] . It is worth noting that, although monocular sleep seems to be specific to birds and some aquatic mammals, there is evidence It is worth stressing that our results do not show that asymmetric light exposure per se causes unihemispheric in humans and other mammals for rhytmic alternation between the left and right hemispheres' activity both in sleep; dark-incubated chicks do not sleep with their left or right eye open at random. On the contrary, they show waking and sleeping [10] , as well as evidence for human EEG hemispheric asymmetries [11] and asymmetries of a clear and quite consistent preference throughout all the first 5 days post-hatch to sleep with their left eye open. behavioral awakenings during sleep [12] .
Thus, asymmetric light input in the embryo modulates the direction, but does not determine the presence, of During the last few days of incubation, chick embryos are oriented in the egg such that the right eye lies adjacent unihemispheric sleep. Why unihemispheric sleep should be right hemisphere-based in dark-incubated animals is to the egg shell and is stimulated by light penetrating the shell and membranes [4] . The left eye is positioned next unclear. It should be noted, however, that in natural condi- Asymmetric light stimulation in the embryo is an example (certainly the best studied) of an environmental effect that modulates adult lateralized performance in birds. Such effects are probably widespread in vertebrates (e.g., the effects of fetal androgens in rodents [20] ), but this is the first time that they prove to extend their influence even to lateralized sleep activity.
